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Whittier Now Has A Law
School
Whittier College has acquired the Beverly Law School
and will be granting graduate law degrees in
September, Dr. Frederick M. Binder has announced.
The official name of the new institution is the Whittier
College Beverly School of Law.
The final agreement for the acquisition was approved
by the Boards of Trustees of both institutions and
finalized at a signature ceremony on March 11th. The
Board of Trustees of the Beverly School of Law, a
non-profit corporation, in effect donated their assets to
Whittier College, and the Whittier Board of Trustees
now governs both institutions. The Honorable Kenneth
Chantry, Judge of the Superior Court of California
County of Los Angeles and Chairman of the Beverly
Law School Board of Trustees will be joining the Whittier
Board as a result of the acquisition.
The law school campus, which is in the mid-Wilshire
district of Los Angeles, will remain in its present location
and retain its relatively small size and personalized
approach to the study of law.
According to President Frederick M. Binder, the law
school is now an integral part of the Whittier College
campus and its acquisition will affect various aspects o
the Whittier-Beverly operation. The major changes will
come in the form of greatly increased facilities and
services available to the student body.
"Whittier College is determined to actively pursue
American Bar Association accreditation," said Dr.
Binder. "We intend to increase the size of the library and
other law school facilities, and work toward providing a
full-time faculty in the Fall and increasing funds
available for student loans and scholarships."
Beverly Law School was founded in 1966 as a
non-profit law school with an Evening Division, primarily
to afford educational opportunities to students whose
family and employment obligations made it impossible
for them to undertake a full-time program. In 1970, just
four years after its founding, Beverly was granted
provisional accreditation by the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State of California, and full
accreditation followed in July of 1972.
In 1973, the school established a Day Division
offering a full-time three year program which was
immediately accreditated by the Committee of Bar
Examiners.
"We look forward to an integration of the law school
with Whittier in several ways," Dr. Binder said. "There
exists the possibility of special law related
undergraduate courses being taught at Whittier, and at
the same time the metropolitan Los Angeles campus
will enable Whittier to bring its programs to a new
constituency."
In a recent survey, 20 percent of the men and 5
percent of the women at Whittier indicated that they
were interested in the study of law.

Participants in the recent signature signing ceremony
for the Whittier College Beverly School of Law included
from left: Beverly Rubens Gordon, Administrative Dean

Mayor Tom Bradley offers congratulations to officials
from Whittier College and Beverly School of Law on
their recent merger. The official name of the new
institution is 'The Whittier College Beverly School of
Law'. Pictured from left to right are: The Honorable
Steven S. Weisman, Dean of Beverly School of Law; Dr.

Commencement Speaker
Dr. John Hope Franklin, distinguished professor of
history at the University of Chicago and noted author,
will make the commencement address at Whittier
College on Saturday, May 31, 1975.
A native of Oklahoma, Dr. Franklin received a
bachelor of arts (Magna cum Laude) from Fisk
University. Pursuing graduate studies in history, he
attended Harvard University where he received his M .A.
and Ph.D. degrees. While at Harvard he held the
Edward Austin Fellowship from the Julius Rosenwald
Fund.
Dr. Franklin was a founding member of the Fisk
University Chapter of the Society of Phi Beta Kappa and
is now President of the United Chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa. In 1973 he was elected to membership in the
American Philosophical Society.
He has taught at Fisk University, St. Augustine's
College, North Carolina College at Durham, and
Howard University. In 1956 he became Professor and
Chairman of the Department of History at Brooklyn
College. He has also served as visiting professor in
several American universities, including Harvard
University, the University of Wisconsin, Cornell
University, the University of California at Berkeley, and
the University of Hawaii.
Abroad he has served twice as Professor at the
Salzburg Seminar in American Studies in Austria, as
visiting lecturer at the Seminar in American Studies at
Cambridge University in England, where, in 1962-63, he
was Pitt Professor of American History and Institutions.

of the law school; Mr. Thomas W. Bewley, member of
the Whittier College Board of Trustees; and Dr.
Frederick M. Binder, president of Whittier.

Frederick M. Binder, president of Whittier College;
Beverly Rubens Gordon, academic dean of the law
school; Mayor Bradley; the Honorable Kenneth N.
Chantry, chairman of the board of trustees for the law
school; and Dr. Richard B. Harvey, academic dean at
Whittier College.
In 1960, he was a Fulbright Professor at several
Australian universities, and in 1973 he was Lincoln
Lecturer for the Board of Foreign Scholarships in South
America, the South Pacific, and East Asia.
His first book, The Free Negro in North Carolina,
1790-1860 was published in 1943. In 1947 he released
The Civil War Diary of James T. Ayers and his
well-known From Slavery to Freedom: A History of
Negro Americans. In 1956 the Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press published his The Militant
South, which has been widely reviewed.
Other works that followed included A Fool's Errand;
Army Life in a Black Regiment; Reconstruction
After the Civil War Emancipation Proclamation; and
The Negro in the Twentieth Century. Land of the
Free, which he wrote jointly with John Caughy and
Ernest May, has been widely used as a text in junior high
schools across the country.
Dr. Franklin is very active in civic and public service
organizations. He Has been on the Board of Foreign
Scholarships, the Board of Directors of the American
Council of Learned Societies, of National Education
Television, and of the Salzburg Seminar in American
Studies.
At present he is Chairman of the Fisk University
Board of Trustees, a member of the Board of the
Chicago Public Library and the Museum of Science and
Industry. He has been the recipient of honorary degrees
from more than thirty-five American colleges and
universities.
Commencement ceremonies will begin at 4:00 p.m.
and the Baccalaureate address will be given by the
Reverend George Mann at 10:00 am. the same day in
the Memorial Chapel.

Bicentennial Activities
Whittier College is very much involved with the City of
Whittier in planning for the National Bicentennial in
1976.
The College's presence is strongly felt on the
Bicentennial planning committee through its Alumni.
Included are Lee Strong ('50), Wayne Harvey ('60),
Jack Mele ('43), and Barbara Maple ('37). Dr. Paul
Smith, President of the College from 1951-1969 is also
a member of the National Bicentennial Committee.
The Whittier community is designing a special
Bicentennial Events Calendar, and the College plans to
incorporate relevant activities into the overall program.
Musical programs, films and speakers will be
emphasized as host events sponsored by Whittier
College for the community's enjoyment.
On campus, a special Spring Bicentennial choir
concert is scheduled for May 1976. This concert, the
Bicentennial Festival of American Arts, will incorporate
Early American music into the program.
The college library has acquired some important
Bicentennial related materials to add to its growing
collection. Three new additions are original source
materials for colonial studies.
The library currently possesses the first two volumes
of the Documents of the American Revolution series,
and plans to acquire the remaining volumes over the
next two years. Many of the articles, all original
documents, have never before been published.
The William Penn Papers and the Penn Gazette,
Benjamin Franklin's newspaper, are also among the
recent additions.

Bill Wood New W.C.
Trustee
Mr. Donald E. (Bill") Wood has been named to the
Whittier College Board of Trustees. The appointment
was announced by College President, Dr. Frederick M.
Binder.
Mr. Wood, owner/operator of Community Pontiac in
Whittier, has long had a profound interest in education
and the independent small college.
A graduate of the University of California at Berkeley,
Mr. Wood is involved in activities concerning both the
College and the community. He is a member of the
Whittier College Associates; Vice-Chairman of the City
of Whittier Planning Commission; and is active in the
Whittier Area Chamber of Commerce.
Involved in many business and professional
activities, Mr. Wood was one of the organizers of the
Whittier Guarantee Savings and Loan, and served for
several years as its Board Chairman. He is a member of
several local, regional, and national auto dealers
associations.
Locally he works with many service groups including
the Lions' Club, University Club, the Whittier Boy's Club,
Salvation Army Advisory Board, the Whittier
Bicentennial Committee, and the Presbyterian
Intercommunity Hospital Foundation.
He and his wife Nadine have four children and reside
in Whittier with their youngest daughter, Mary.
Mr. Wood assumed his official duties with the Board
at the May 5th meeting.

New Med Tech Program
An excellent example of the College's new thrust
toward combining liberal arts with career education is
the recently announced joint program in medical
technology between Whittier College and the City of
Hope Medical Center.
Under the model program, ten specially selected
Whittier College students will spend their senior year at
the City of Hope after three years of concentrated liberal
arts, chemistry and biology courses. Upon successful
completion of the full four year program, the students
receive their B.A. from Whittier College and become
eligible for State licensure in Medical Technology.
Dr. Frederick M. Binder, President of the College
joined Dr. Percy Solotoy, President of City of Hope, and
several Whittier College administrators for the signing.
Also present were Dr. Inez M. Hull, chairman of the
College Biology Department and Dr. Don Armstrong,
chairman of the Chemistry Department.
Dr. Hull views the program as a "first step toward
cooperative ventures which will expand career
opportunities for Whittier College students in all health
related fields."
The Med-Tech program should help meet the
demands of the current 20.2 percent of the students at
Whittier who hope to pursue careers as doctors,
dentists or some other health related profession.
Signature ceremonies for the Whittier College-City of
Hope joint program in Medical Technology, were
finalized by College president Dr. Frederick M. Binder
and City of Hope president, Dr. Percy Solotoy, (seated).
Additional representatives from Whittier College
included, from left, Dr. Richard B. Harvey,; Dr. Inez Hull,
professor of Biology; and Dr. Don Armstrong, professor
of Chemistry.
The Rock is published four times a year in February,
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Area Impacts
Washington D.C.
In January an effort was made to hold an Impact
Meeting for the Washington, D.C. area alumni at the
Marriott Hotel. The meeting was 'dampened" by a
sudden snow storm which deterred attendance.
Dr. Frederick Binder, returning from Europe, attended
the meeting and informed alums of current happenings
and future plans for the College.
Bill Patterson, class of 1939, organized the event and
hopes that another meeting can be arranged in the near
future under more favorable conditions.

Denver
Charley Thibodeau, class of 1963, spear-headed a
"Colorado Impact" that met in the Denver Athletic Club.
Vice President of College Advancement, Terry M.
Holcombe, discussed future building plans and the
Capital Fund Campaign which will start next fall.

New York
Dr. Robert W. Harlan, class of 1947, and Mr. David
Marvel, both Trustees of Whittier College, organized a

"New York Impact" meeting, which was held at the
Union League Club in New York City.
Again, Vice President of College Advancement, Terry
Holcombe, represented the College in presenting an
up-date of plans and events scheduled to take place.on
campus.

Whittier College will hold its fifth annual
Recognition Banquet on Saturday, June
twenty-first at the Disneyland Hotel, North
Ballroom. The Social Hour will be at 7:00 p.m. and
Dinner will follow at 8:00 p.m.

Horseless Carriages
Since the lure of speed first touched mankind,
individuals have devoted hours of time to the building,
buying and selling of the automobile. In recent years,
historic motor vehicles have become increasingly
popular. The collection, restoration, touring and
exhibition of these vintage horseless carriages is a
major hobby or pastime for thousands of Americans.
Within the ranks of our own Whittier College Alumni
are several horseless carriage buffs. All are members of
several antique car clubs, including the Horseless
Carriage of America.
I found that each person has a favorite car or specialty
and each is dedicated to preserving and restoring these
fine machines. Not only is this hobby interesting and
exciting but it is one of the few things that a family can do
together. I'm sure you will find the picture story as
interesting and fascinating as we here on The Rock staff
did.

Grady Paine, class of 1950, began collecting
automotive literature while in high school and obtained
his first two cars while still in his teens. In 1956 he
resumed collecting and he now possesses ten cars
ranging in years from 1915 to 1941. The cars include a
1921 Model A pickup (which his wife claims), 1931 Ford
Standard Coupe, 1934 Cadillac V6 Aerodynamic
Coupe, a 1941 Lincoln Zypher, and miscellaneous
model T's.
Grady is pictured here with his 1921 Cadillac Touring
Car, still with all the original upholstery, headlamps,
engine and accessories. Although his V6 Cadillac
Aerodynamic is probably the most unique and valuable
of his cars, (being one of only six surviving models),
Grady sees antique cars as a way of life and enjoys
restoring all types.
A member of the Horseless Carriage Club, the
Antique Auto Club, the Model T Club, Model A Club, and
Lincoln Zypher Club, Grady and his entire family attend
tours and functions and are totally involved in the

restoration of these cars.
Grady is an engineer and resides with his family in
Long Beach.
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Mike Milbank, class of 1966, is pictured here with his
1951 Buick convertible. The car has a straight eight
engine, leather interior, power top, seat, and windows,
and has such extras as dynaflow transmission, radio,
heater, defroster, back-up lights, and windshield
washer. Mike purchased the car from the original owner
after it had been stored for twelve years. Due to storage,
many parts had to be replaced but upon completion the
car placed first in its class at the 1973 and 1974 West
Coast Buick Meet. The odometer still registers under
40,000 original miles.
Mike also owns a 1927 Buick Town Brougham. This is
a five passenger, four door deluxe sedan with mohair
upholstery and silk curtains. The car has wooden spoke
wheels and all the metal trim pieces are nickel plated.
The rear side windows are oval with landau irons on a
padded top. Special features include walnut trim, rear
seat heater, crystal bud vases, a smoking set and
vanity, and a robe rail.
The car has been completely disassembled to every
last nut and bolt, and is now about halfway completed.
Mike has been interested in cars as long as he can
remember. He is a member of the Antique Automobile
Club of America, The Buick Club of America, and the
Association of California Car Clubs, Inc.
The 1927 Buick is registered in California as a
Historical Vehicle and holds plate no. 44. The 1951
Buick will be eligible for this plate next year.
There are two main elements in the restoration of
antique cars or the collecting of cars in general,
according to Mike. 'First is to have enough enclosed
area for the cars themselves, the parts and a work area,
and the second can be summed up by my wife Janet
(Reed) class of '67, when she says, 'The only difference
between men and boys is the cost of their toys'."
Mike and his family reside in Sunnyvale, California.
Dick Philippi, class of 1934, is an old pro when it
comes to antique autos. His name is familiar to many
Southern California Horseless Carriage buffs. Currently
Dick is the feature editor for the Horseless Carriage
Gazette and belongs to the Horseless Carriage Club of
America, Antique Auto Club of America, Steam Power
Club of America, and the Rolls Royce Owner's Club of
America.
Dick has owned ten cars and considers himself "a
dirty fingernail restorer". His favorite cars are the
steamers but more recently he has become interested
in the antique Rolls Royce, his favorite gasoline car.
Among the cars once owned or now owned by Mr.
Philippi are a 1914 Argo, 1911 Buick, 1908 Stanley (2
cylinder steam), 1910 Stanley, 1908 Buick (2 cylinder),
1900 Locomobile (steam), 1914 Premier, and a 1914
Silver Ghost Rolls Royce.
Dick is shown here in his 1914 Premier, a lovely and
delightful old car that can accomodate eight to ten
passengers quite easily. As the other pictures clearly
illustrate, Dick has this car restored to prime condition.
As I found out while taking a short morning drive with
Dick, this sleek auto does 50 mph easily on surface
streets or the freeway. The interior reflects the durability
and elegance of days gone by.. all leather seats, brass
headlamps and mirrors, wooden dash and steering
wheel... it really makes one wonder about our modern
machines.
Pictured with Dick in his shop is mechanic and
machinist Owen Lucero who assists with the restoration
process. Dick's newest project is his 1914 Silver Ghost
Rolls Royce, which he purchased in Australia and
shipped to the U.S.
The car is pictured
as it was when Dick
purchased it. To date he has completely rebuilt the
frame, and he and Owen are currently working on the
engine. The entire body will also be restored and a
complete new top added.
Like other club members, Dick and his family get
together for tours - that is, driving somewhere with
other club families. Not only have Dick and his wife,

Clint Harris, class of 1934, owner of Harris
Oldsmobile in Whittier and trustee for the College, is
also a horseless carriage buff, particularly in relation to
the history of the Oldsmobile. Much of his interest has
come from his friendship with antique car expert, Dick
Philippi.
Clint owns a 1903 Curved-Dash Oldsmobile. It is kept
inside his showroom on Whittier Blvd, adjacent to the
shiny new 1975 Oldsmobiles.
Oldsmobile, as I learned from Clint, was a pioneer
among American automobile makers. Olds is now the
oldest car in the nation with its first production model
arriving in 1898. Henry Ford watched and learned many
of his production methods from Ransom E. Olds,
founder of the Oldsmobile Company.
Clint is pictured here in his Curved-Dash 1903 Olds. A
crank-up model, the car has a seven horsepower
engine and a two-speed planetary transmission. They
still use the planetary transmission in modern cars of
today.
An old poster reproduction, also displayed in Harris'
showroom, boasts the merits of the "practical
Oldsmobile", priced at a mere $650, and celebrated as
"the best thing on wheels".

Saragrace, participated in local outings but the Philippis
have toured extensively with international groups.
Daughter Sara Jane Davis and son Rich, also
participate in the tours. Dick and Saragrace enjoy
gathering their family and grandchildren together on
Sundays for a nice drive and a refreshing ice cream treat
later in the day.
Dick and his wife now reside in a lovely home in
Downey. Son Rich has taken over Dick's partnership in
the baked enamel sign business of Couch & Philippi,
which Dick opened in 1940 as a sign painter. Now
retired, he devotes his life to what he fancies, those
lovely Horseless Carriages.

From my education through these antique car fans, I
must certainly agree that they were economical, reliable
and well- built. It makes one long for the good old days
gone by. We are fortunate to have among our alumni
those who respect and continue to preserve the
traditions of America.
Cheryl A. Cram '71
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Gary Mark Smith:
Pilot to Doctor

Student Internships

Many students at Whittier College have unusual
backgrounds. One of these is Gary Mark Smith, a
pre-med student who enrolled at the college last
September.
Although he is young and energetic, Gary spent more
Man ten years in the Air Force, earned 34 military
decorations and flew more than 277 combat missions
for the United States.
Gary, who made his home in Monrovia, spent one
year at Harvey Mudd College. He began his career in
the service when he entered the U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado, and earned his B.S. in
Engineering Science in June of 1964. He immediately
entered a special masters program at Purdue through
the Academy and was granted an M.S. in Astronautics
in January of 1965.
On active duty, Garywas shipped out to Thai land.As
an F-105 pilot there, he completed a tour of 100
missions over North Vietnam. After a short 6 month
intermission in Miami, he returned to the combat area as
an F-4 fighter pilot,
Gary managed to get through all of his missions
relatively unhurt—that is until his final flight in January of
1969. Shot down and wounded over North Vietnamese
territory, Gary spent some time recovering in the
hospital after he was rescued.
"I just couldn't leave knowing I was shot down on my
last mission," he mused, "so when I recovered and was
released from the hospital I flew one final mission. ..just
in case I ever had to fly in combat again!"
But even that wasn't enough flying. Following his
second combat tour, Gary applied to test pilot school at
Edwards Air Force Base. There he took upper level
graduate courses and specialized flying training. After
graduation he flew U-2 test flights, including a data
gathering flight in support of Apollo 15.
In May of 1972 Gary was offered a chance to be an
"exchange officer" and test pilot for the Canadian Air
Force. The exchange tour lasted two years and during
that time Gary was treated just like a native Canadian
officer.
With the close of his exchange program, Gary
decided it was time to "move on" so he phased himself
out of the Air Force and back into civilian society.
Although those days are gone forever, he managed to
compile some statistics that will long remain,
His final record combined a total flying time of 2,533.7
hours which included 277 combat missions, 178 of
which were over North Viet Nam. In addition, he
received numerous military decorations including the
Silver Star; 4 Distinguished Flying Crosses; Bronze Star
Medal; 25 Air Medals; 2 Air Force Commendation
Medals; and a Purple Heart.
Hebegan his career asa second lieutenant injuneof
1964 and ten years later left as a Major "below the
zone," or promoted four years ahead of his
contemporaries,
Since his father is a doctor, Gary understood that way
of life and decided to prepare himself for the same
career. A friend who lived across the street from his
parents told him about Whittier and the advantages of a
small school.
"I will be able to get all the pre-med courses I'll need
within one year," he said. "The special session system
here offered that possibility. Next year I'll try to enter
medical school and later I hope to practice medicine and
travel to remote parts of the world."
Gary was only recently informed that he has been
accepted to the Washington University School of
Medicine, and will begin studies there next fall. If his
success and determination as a pilot mean anything,
Gary Smith will certainly make a strong and successful
doctor.

Many Whittier College students desiring some
practical experience to supplement their academic
preparation for careers are choosing the internship
route. Academic and administrative departments on
campus, as well as outside businesses and
organizations are meeting this need.
One of the more structured programs is the Ettinger
Internship program. Begun in 1973, this program offers
fifteen transfer students both financial aid and the
opportunity to work in their specialized area of interest.
These positions are quite varied and provide different
kinds of opportunities. One intern works in the Biology
Department as a lab assistant and helps with research
projects. Another student, interested in early childhood
education works in Broadoaks. Four other interns work
in the college development offices. Still others work in
the Deans' offices, Admissions, the Learning
Resources Center, and the Student Activity Center.
During the January interim session other Whittier
College students take advantage of the experiential
courses offered by most departments.
Among these offerings are the Business
department's January work study with local firms; the
Baja Study Trip by boat; Teaching and Reading
Practicums; and many others offering off-campus
experiences,
Still other students offer their services and skills in
individually organized internship programs to gain
experience in their field. A majority of these programs
plug into on-campus departments in need of assistance.
To facilitate organization and access into this sort of
program, the department chairmen are considering the
use of 793 (Directed Studies) and 798 (Current Topics
in...) courses to expand experiential learning
opportunities.
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Survey Reveals Profile of
Whittier's Freshmen
The average Whittier College student is intelligent,
independent, highly selective, motivated toward a
career in public service, the health, legal or business
professions, and is from a middle income family.
Whittierwasthe student's first choice, selected because
of its academic excellence. Scholarship assistance was
important in meeting the costs of education.
Compared with other freshmen in four-year colleges
and universities throughout the nation, Whittier's
freshmen are more independent, with 44 percent
working at outside jobs, as opposed to 26 percent
nationally. Politically, Whittier's entering freshmen tend
to be slightly more conservative than liberal, with very
few students in the middle or at either extreme of the
political spectrum.
These and other statistics were gleaned from a
nationwide survey of college and university freshmen
conducted by the American Council on Education,
Survey questions were completed by Whittier freshmen
during their orientation week and their responses were
compared with results from more than 245 four-year
institutions and 90,000 student participants.
The survey showed that 93 percent of Whittier's
freshmen maintained a 'B' or better average in high
school, with 36 percent averaging 'A'. Seventy-two
percent of Whittier's students, as compared to 43
percent nationally, felt that public service objectives
were 'most important" or 'essential" to their careers.
Freshmen students selecting education, engineering
and physical or earth sciences as majors declined
nationally and that trend was supported on the Whittier
campus, reflecting the decrease in the demand for new
public school teachers.
However, substantial increases were reported both
nationally and at Whittier in the biological and health
sciences. Twenty-four percent of all freshmen listed
their probable career as doctor, dentist, nurse or other
health-related profession. This was substantially higher
than the 15 percent reported nationally.
There were noticeable differences in the majors of
college men vs. women. Women predominated in the
fields of education, health, English and journalism.
While they were well represented in the biological
sciences, mathematics and statistics, a majority of
students in these fields were men; males continued to
predominate in the fields of engineering, law, business
and commerce, and physical and earth sciences.
Beneath the surface evidence, significant changes in
attitudes have been taki ng place. At Whittier and across
the nation students have turned their energies inward,
spending more time and energy on their careers and
personal life. This trend has largely replaced the
activism of the students of the sixties.
These statistics and the increased number of
applications that Whittier College has witnessed this
year continue to indicate that students desire the

personal consideration and the opportunity to
participate which a small independent college like
Whittier provides.

New Nixon Professors for
1975-76
Dr. Richard Armour, an American writer of humor and
satire; Professor William Pickering, Director of the Cal
Tech Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Admiral Elmo R.
Zumwalt, retired naval officer; and Mr. Lee Strasberg,
director and star of 'Godfather II," have been
designated Nixon Chair Professors for the 1975-76
school year.
The Richard M. Nixon Chairs are funded by an
endowment established from gifts made in Mr. Nixon's
honor over the last decade. Under the program,
scholars and practitioners are invited to the Whittier
campus for one five-week session. They live in campus
housing and teach one course in their field. In addition,
they give at least one fireside talk and several public
lectures during their stay.
As the Nixon Chair Professor of English, Dr. Armour
will teach a Session I class entitled "The Art and Craft of
Writing," covering the technical aspects of the craft as
well as advice on marketing, evaluations, and general
principles of writing.
During Session II, former Chief of Naval Operations,
retired Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt will occupy the Nixon
Chair of Political Science, teaching a class in "Defense
Politics and Policy." The class will deal with the policies
involved in national defense, and the interrelationships
between the Navy, Congress, press, public, and the
joint Chiefs-of-Staff.
Dr. William Pickering, as the Nixon Chair Professor of
Natural Sciences, will teach a special course, "The
Solar System" during Session V, early in 1976. Issues
to be covered include evolution; relationships between
planets; space exploration; and the possibilities of
extraterrestial life. Dr. Pickering has received several
awards from NASA and other similar groups for his work
in this area.
Actor and theatrical director Lee Strasberg will teach
a class on acting techniques, style, and possibilities
during Session VII, as the Nixon Chair Professor of
Drama.
Nixon Chair classes are open to the public as well as
the general student body.

Memories of Five Favorite
Professors
How does one say goodbye to an old friend?
Somehow, words don't seem adequate. Five of
Whittier's most loved and respected educators will
officially retire at the end of thisschoolyear. The names
of Nerhood, O'Brien, Robinson, Riddle, and Schroeder,
are familiar to most ears. Almost all of you have been
touched by one of these dedicated teachers. Together
they represent 149 years of service—all in the name of
Whittier.

This Is Your Life
Whittier College Alumni and Faculty honored the five
with a banquet and reception on the 11th of April. After a
social hour and a dinner in the Campus Inn, guests and
honorees were treated to a "This is your life" program,
complete with nostalgia, memorabilia, 'roasting" and
gifts.
Every College prides itself on the quality of its
teaching. The "fabulous five" are no doubt made of the
finest stuff. At Whittier, legends seem to spring up
around professors and a delighted audience relished
tidbits of each of the five's notoriety. Introducing the
professors were Dean Richard B. Harvey, Jerry
Shepherd, Dr. Milo Connick, Dr. Charles Browning,
Larry Little, and former students Marjorie Huckfeldt
Allee '67, Bob Capps '54, Sandi Hayden Davidson '67,
Jim Carlisle '56, and Cathy Hines Adams '72.
It was truly a fine evening and all who attended were
overwhelmed that more than 300 alumni had chosen to
spend their Friday evening with friends.

Dr. Harry W. Nerhood
Dr. Harry W. Nerhood, professor of history and former
Chairman of the Department of History, has been a
member of the faculty since 1939. Dr. Nerhood's
undergraduate work was done at Findlay College in
Ohio and he received his Master's and Doctor's degrees
from Ohio State University.
Affectionately known as "Happy Harry", most
students believe that his famous smile keeps him
young. His friendly grin even rated a spot during
National Smile Week in 1953.

Travel and Russia have long been special interests to
Dr. Nerhood who took a sabbatical in 1956-57 to travel
around the world. He subsequently traveled to Europe
and Russia again in 1958 and 1962. An early hobby of
collecting Travelers' Accounts of Russia developed into
an area of research. Dr. Nerhood published several
articles and finally, in 1970, released his book entitled,
To Russia and Return", an anthology of writings by
visitors to Russia from the earliest Western contacts
with that country.
Among the authors included in Dr. Nerhood's book
was a recent visitor, the former president of the United
States and Whittier College alumnus, Richard M. Nixon.
Other sources included Casanova, Napoleon, and the
late Charles XII, King of Sweden.
Oneof the most popularfaculty memberson campus,
Dr. Nerhood was most remembered by his students,
especially those prior to 1970, for his infamous Western
Civilization tests. Students would begin preparing for
these educational experiences days in advance, and
after thoroughly reading and digesting every page of
reading and class notes would feel more helpless than
prepared.
One characteristic of Happy Harry's test still remains
in mind ... the triple and quadruple matching. Instructions
alone took 20 minutes to read and digest.....Match all
numbers in column Ato the corresponding blanks on the
diagram. Then match all terms in column B to the
answers in column A and all terms in column C to those
chosen in column B." So if you missed the first shot in
column A, you could easily blow the entire test.
A member of the Society of Friends, Dr. Nerhood is
also an active participant in the American History
Association, Phi Alpha Theta, Western Slavic
Association, American Association of Slavic Studies,
and the Pacific Historical Association.

Eugene Morrison Riddle
Associate Professor of Public School Music and
Director of the Whittier College A Capella Choir, Eugene
M. Riddle received his undergraduate training at the
University of California at Los Angeles and his M.A.
degree from USC.
Mr. Riddle studied chorale work with John Findley
Williamson and Robert Shaw and first came to Whittier
College in 1936 from Westmont College.
An active leader in the field of church music for more
than 30 years, Mr. Riddle only recently retired from his
minister of music position at the First Christian Church
of Whittier. During his years of service there, he directed
four choirs of children, youth and adults. Under his
direction, the church's motel choir yearly performed
master works for the Whittier Community.
A founding member of the Choral Director's Guild of
California, Mr. Riddle is also active in California Music
Educators, is an honorary life member of the Southern
California Vocal Association and has written numerous
articles for California magazines and choral
publications,
During the past few years Mr. Riddle and his wife
have conducted several tours to Central and Southwest
Europe and the East. The entire itinerary was planned
by Riddle and designed especially to provide a unique
travel-study experience. Following his retirement here
in June, he and his wife, Betty, will be off once again,
with three trips already planned.
When Mr. Riddle came to the College in 1936., the
campus and faculty were quite small. With musical
experience in Europe he decided to concentrate his
efforts on raising the quality of singing through improved
vocal technique and repertoire. Not only has he
succeeded in attaining this goal but through his efforts
the Whittier College Choir is now recognized as one of
the most outstanding choral groups in California.
Under Mr. Riddle's direction in 1945 the choir first
toured Central and Northern California. This trip is now
an annual event and in 1971 and 1973 the group toured
Europe for a month. Each year the choral program
includes many southern California concerts, the Bach
Festival and various intercollegiate competitions,
For students, past and present, who established
friendships and ties with Eugene Riddle, the key to his
success was that he always treated the choir as an
extension of his own family. He has coaxed, coerced
and even tricked students into getting excited about
music. But that quality seems to be the one that has
endeared him to his many students.. .the reason that
"the music man" will not be forgotten on the Whittier
Campus.

J. William Robinson
As Dean Richard B. Harvey brought out so well in his
introduction at the banquet, Dr. Robinson has a huge
and overwhelming dossier. Is it possible for one man to
have accomplished so much? The answer is, of course,
yes, and any student of 'Robby's", as he is
affectionately called, would never hesitate to answer
that question. But will it matter in a hundred years?" J
W. Robinson would never miss an opportunity to
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confront an interested scholar with that little twister.
It will mailer in one hundred years. Dr. J. William
Robinson has done much to affect not only Whittier
College students but people all around the world.
On April 25th, 1945, when organizers of the U.N. met
in San Francisco, "J.W." was there. His participation
there led to his appointment to the 100-member
Commission to study the Organization of Peace. This
group is aresearch affiliate of the United Nations, which
hasworked since ltsinceptiontopursuethepossibilities
of peace.
Dr. Robinson was Director of the Institute of World
Affairs at USC in 1950, 1954, 1958 and 1962. Included
in the Institute's latest volume was a collection of his
reports and papers marking
Dr. Robinson has been a professor at Whittier since
1947, when he accepted the invitation of President
William Jones to inaugurate political science studies at
the College. He received his A.B., M.A., and Ph.D.
degrees at Stanford University.
In addition to serving on the board for the Institute of
World Affairs, he is a member of the Board of Trustees
of the Coro Foundation and is listed in Who's Who in
America, Who's Who in American Education, Who's
Who in American History, American Man of Science,
National Register of Scientific and Technical
Personnel, Dictionary of International Biography, and
Contemporary Authors.
He also holds membership in a number of honorary
societies including Pi Sigma Alpha (political science),
Sigma Delta Chi (journalism), Kappa Alpha Delta
(sociology), and Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
(forensics and debate).
In addition to his regular teaching duties, Dr.
Robinson was honored this year as a Distinguished
Nixon Chair Scholar. He taught a special class entitled
Foreign Political Novels" and participated in special
seminars, fireside discussions with students and
delivered a convocation.
The years at Whittier for J.W. Robinson and all
students who have touched him have been very
rewarding. There are many reasons— the exciting
Model U.N. class with delegates eagerly participating,
the 1969 Copenhagen tour, which was especially
popular, and of late, the beautiful 'Billy", the collie dog,
who has been Dr. Robinson's constant companion over
the last few years. Billy audits classes on a regular basis
and only last year was voted an A' in "Major Issues In
American Politics".
Finally, J. W. Robinson loves what he does and his
students love him for that reason. In his own words, he
"loves to be a ham".
"He is our friend and it's comforting to know he's
genuinely concerned for us," commented one student.

Paul K. Schroeder
While talking with present and former students of Paul
Schroeder, I learned one reason for his extreme
popularity. Paul has never been "just ateacher". He has
always provided his students with support, counsel and
prospective jobs. For anyone graduating from college,
job hunting is probably the hardest and most difficult
task they have faced.
Paul has extended himself to students above and
beyond the classroom, since his arrival on the Whittier
Campus in 1950.
Mr. Schroeder received his B.S. and M.B.A. degrees
from the University of California at Los Angeles. Before
coming to Whittier he was an assistant postmaster in
Wisconsin, and an accountant with Convair and the
Southern California Gas Company.
In addition to his constant career work, Schroeder
also was the co-author of the Barnes and Noble College
Outline Series volume, Accounting Problems And
How To Solve Them.
With his expertise and dedication, the department of
Business Administration and Economics has grown and
expanded and attracted many students who were
impressed by Paul's "personal touch". Indeed,
according to many, the reason for remaining at Whittier
College and graduating with a business degree has
been Paul.
Currently Mr. Schroeder is a member of the Beta
Gamma Sigma and of the American Accounting
Association.
In addition to his teaching duties at Whittier, in 1964
he served as financial advisor to the East Africa yearly
meeting of Friends in Kenya during a six-month leave.
His retirement from the Whittier College faculty will
certainly leave a gap but if the past is any key to his
future, Paul Schroeder will continue to pursue
perfection in all he does and keep aclose and protective
eye on former students and associates.

Dr. Robert W. O'Brien
There is hardly time or space to recount the
fascinating experiences, adventures and academic
achievements of Dr. Robert O'Brien. Dr. Robert W.
O'Brien, former Chairman of the department of

Sociology and Anthropology, has been at Whittier
College since 1954, coming from Ohio Wesleyan
University. He has also taught at Oberlin College,
Talladega College, LeMoyne College, and at the
University of Washington.
Asavisiting professor he hastaught atthe University
of North Carolina, University of Pacific, University of
New Hampshire, Claremont Graduate School,
Occidental College, Pacific Oaks College, University of
Hawaii, University of Exeter, and the University of
Copenhagen and has also served as a lecturer at the
University of Lund.
Dr. O'Brien began his collegiate work at Santa Ana
College, and received his A.B. degree with honors in
sociology from Pomona, his M.A. from Oberlin College,
and his Ph.b. from the University of Washington. He
also studied at the University of Virginia, University of
Michigan, and at Harvard.
He has held university fellowships at Washington and
Exeter, and has been a fellow of the Hazen, Ford,
Carnegie, and Haynes Foundations. In 1963, he
received the Alumni Achievement Award from the
faculty of Santa Ana College. During the war he was
national director of the Japanese American Student
Relocation Council, and later served as asocial analyst
for the Department of the Interior.
Dr. O'Brien is a fellow of the American Sociological
Association and a former member of the executive
committees of the Pacific Sociological Association, the
regional boards of the National Urban League and the
American Friends' Service Committee. He is a member
of Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor society;
Pi Sigma Alpha, national political science honor society;
and Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership society
for men.
That is quite an impressive list of accomplishments
but the most important aspect of Dr. O'Brien's career is
the fact that he is no ivory tower" sociologist.
He has worked, lived and studied among many
peoples of the world
in Cuba, Sweden, Hawaii,
Germany, Canada, Mexico, Africa and the Pacific. A
race relations expert, O'Brien spent his early teaching
years at Black colleges where the entire student bodies
were Afro-American. These early years helped him to
establish his interests in writing and research. Currently
he is an advisor to the Whittier College Black Student
Union and he considers that position and experience "to
be one of the high spots" of his career.
"O'Brien", the name he is known by on the Whittier
Campus, has truly seen the best and the worst that this
world offers. Spanning a 45 year teaching career,
O'Brien has authored more than 50 articles and other
publications. Any general studies student will remember
his own "Readings in Sociology", used as the text for
General Sociology.
As aformer sociology student of O'Brien's, I recall the
relaxed and intimate atmosphere of tests in his classes.
No other professor ever offered coffee and donuts to
tense test-takers, but O'Brien did. He also listened,
shared and sweated through problems and troubles that
befell many of his students. Beyond all the pressures of
studying, note-taking, social affairs and personal
problems, Dr. O'Brien encouraged and demanded that
each student be himself—a human being—and that he
treat others in the same manner.
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Phonathon Results
The March phonathon brought a record $20,000 in
commitments to Whittier's annual fund campaign.
Forty-nine alumni volunteers manned six telephones
each evening from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m., calling a total of
1,578 alumni in the Southern California area. Forty-nine
percent of the alumni called responded with support for
Whittier College.
Alongwith local area calling, 12 alumni in other areas
of California and the country participated by calling
alumni in their respective cities for another 252 calls.
Our thanks goes to those who gave of their time to
help:
Michael '71 & Cathy '72 Adams; Dr. Carlos Bailey '37;
John Bel '68; Don Bishop '61; Jean Carey '67; Jim
Carlisle '56; Bob Cauffman '45; Bob Causey '51; Olive
Clift '41; Clem Cochran '50: Sandi Davidson '67; Al
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Davidson '62; Dr. John Dean (Associate); Phyllis
Dickson '64; El Dyer '50; Vince Fraumeni '69; Jim '68 &
Judy '69 Gardiner; Dr. Dan Gentile '63; Joe Hernandez
'61; Bill Hockett '39; Ray Hooper '48; Rich Jacobs '72;
Harold Jones '32; Dick '71 & Dorene '71 Jones; Linda
Kemp '66; Pat Long '74; Barbara Maple '37; Jim
McLaughlin '61; Peter Mieras '72; Kathy Nighswonger
'57; Orin Nowlin Hon. '74; Lee Owens (Associate);
Morris Padia '42; John Renley '57; Susie Roberts '67;
Newt Robinson '37; Alice Rosenberger '37; Cliff
Sjostrom '51; Sharon Snell '67; Dick Spaulding '34; Al
Stoll '49; Dick Thomson '34; Ray Triggs '64; Russ
Vincent '40; Bob Whitson (Associate); Dr. Cliff Winchell
'57.
In the other areas we thank:
John Rothman '70 (San Francisco); Mrs. Phyllis Lynn
'41 (Ventura); Miss Jan Drenth '68 (Fresno); Dr. Hubert
H. Semans '30 (Los Altos); Blair '64 & Marie '66 Baker
(St. Paul); Mrs. Tallien Robinson '69 (Ithaca, N.Y.); Mrs.
Gena Wedge '37 (Yucaipa); Mrs. D. E. Groce '57 (La
Jolla); Dave '60 & Jo '61 Bolick (San Bernardino); Mrs.
Susan Hufman '71 (Salt Lake City); John '42 & Velma
'42 Scott (Ohio); Mrs. Jean Beeson '39 (Mountain
View).
We would also like to thank the members of the Thalian
and Palmer Societies who served as hostesses on the
evenings of the Phonathon.

Memorial Trophy
University of Redlands and Whittier College have
joined forces to honor a former Poet athlete during the
annual track and field competition between the two
schools.
The Ross McMillin memorial trophy—a brass spittoon
mounted on a wood base—will be presented to the
winning school to perpetuate the memory of one of the
most popular AAU track and field officials in the
Southland.
Terry Roberts, an assistant AAU commissioner,
originated the idea and designed the trophy, which was
constructed by the Redlands workshop.
McMillin, a Whittier track and basketball athlete of the
mid 1950's, was killed in a San Bernardino liquor store
holdup, where he was clerking to learn the business
after retiring from the teaching field.
McMillin's two daughters, Anne and Jill, participated
in the trophy presentation, along with his brother,
James, an attorney in Orange.
On the surface of the spittoon is a bright metal replica
of Poss' MU identification badge and attached to one
side of the base is a metal plate which explains the
trophy's purpose. Below this plate will appear another
plate listing each year's school winner.
After graduating from Whittier in 1956, McMillin took a
teaching position in San Bernardino City Schools, and
taught at three junior highs—Golden Valley, Sturgus
and Shannon.
At the time of his death, McMillin was assistant
commissioner for AAU regarding track meets in the
Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino areas. Since
leaving Whittier, he had become very active in the AAU
and Southern California Track Starters Association.

Baseball
Five losses by a total of 12 runs in the first half of the
SCIAC baseball season foiled the Poets' championship
hopes. But coach Hugh Mendez still was hopeful of
getting into the NAIA tournament as a second place
team.
Whittier beat defending district and conference
champion La Verne, 2-1, behind Phil Roddy, then lost
two heartbreakers to the Leos, 5-3 and 3-1. The Poets
won two of three from Redlands and lost two of three to
Occidental.
Roddy, a junior righthander, has pitched two-thirds of
the total innings worked by Whittier's thin pitching staff.
He compiled a 4-2 record and a sparkling earned run
average of 2.21 for the SCIAC's first half while pitching
4423 innings.
Catcher Wayne Manzo and outfielder Ray Sheffield
provided the Poet power, while Willie Norman and
Hubert Brooks were getting on base as singles hitters.
Freshman Ralph Lemon, getting his chance to play
against La Verne, collected six hits in the three-game
series, including a homer.

Track
Steve Jarvis' shattering of a 14-year-old record in the
javelin throw featured Whittier's up-and-down track and
field season.
A junior college transfer from Citrus College, Jarvis
stunned Azusa-Pacific with his toss of 215 feet, 10
inches, surpassing the old standard set by Fred
Zielenko in 1961.
Sprinter Steve Woods has been a consistent winner
in the 100 and 200 yard dashes and Ross St. German

has accumulated points in the hurdles along with Steve
Parminter.
Sophomore John Pilkington from St. Paul High
School clocked a 1:57 in the 880 early in the year and
Harry Dolen has won the quarter-mile and long jump.
The Poets were mustering their strength hopefully to
finish third in the conference meet behind perennial
champion Occidental and Pomona.

Basketball
Inexperience cost the Poet basketball team
substantial mileage this season. Playing without any
returning regulars, Whittier struggled to a 10-15 record,
the second worst in the college's history.
Junior Jim Preston, a Whittier product from Monte
Vista High School, was voted most valuable player.
Preston averaged 14.2 points per game, missing four
games because of a sprained ankle, and set a school
record of 14 free throws against Hastings, Nebraska.
Captain Steve Tarabilda, senior guard, was adjudged
the most inspirational and improved player while
Preston and Renard Murray, a junior forward, were
elected co-captains for next season.
Leading scorer Hugh Butler was selected the most
valuable player on the junior varsity team.
The Poets were involved in four overtime games,
losing to Pomona-Pitzer in triple overtime, to Westmont
in double overtime and to Redlands in one extra
session. They also beat Claremont-Mudd in overtime.
Murray, who became eligible in January after
transferring from Trade Tech, was the team's top
rebounder, averaging 9.9 per game. He averaged 13.1
per game and made the all-conference second team.

"Mr. Electric" Becomes
Man Of The Year
It was fitting that Lambert Ferguson should be singled
out as "Man of the Year" by the Electrical Maintenance
Engineers Association of California.
Mr. Ferguson, Whittier '38, is the proprietor of a
unique museum. The Masden Electrical Museum is one
of the few efforts in the nation designed to preserve
examples of early electrical equipment, catalogues and
other facets of electrical history. As Lambert puts it, "We
feel that a museum of this kind is an absolute necessity.
Already some of the earliest electrical equipment is
gone forever."
"The electrical industry is probably the most
important industry of the 20th century," Lambert
continued. "It is impossible for us to visualize life as we
know it now without electricity and the inventions that
have harnessed it."
Besides stamps and first day covers pertaining to the
electrical industry, one can find commemorative
medals, advertisements, pictures, stories, histories,
books and catalogues. In addition, there are
nameplates, insulators, meters, wiring devices,
transformers, switches, motor starters, appliances, light
fixtures, lamp bulbs, motors, tools, old batteries, an
original power pole from the old San Antonio Canyon
Power House, an old Edison mimeograph and an
Ediphone dictating machine.
The importance of electricity has led to the
establishment of this unique display by one who felt that

'37 and others.
The electrical museum has been featured in The
Whittier Daily News, The Southern California Edison
News, Los Angeles' Department of Water and Power
"Intake" and most recently the McGraw Hill's magazine,
"Electrical Wholesaling".
The museum is located in the Madsen Electrical
Supply Company at 3251 Washington Blvd. in Los
Angeles. It is open for visitors from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Alumni Achievements
The Superintendent of Schools for the West Covina
Unified School District, Dr. Clifford S. Thyberg, class of
1935 and the recipient in 1974 of the Delta Epsilon
Lectureship, is presently teaching a "Seminar on the
Superintendency" at the University of Southern
California during the spring session. The stipend for this
assignment is being donated to the School of Education
at U.S.C.
During the summer, Dr. Thyberg will teach a class at
La Verne College on "Governance of Public Schools".

Alumnus Chosen
Dr. Joseph P. Cosand, class of 1936, was elected to
"Who's Who in Higher Education" during February,
1975, according to an issue of Change, a magazine of
higher learning.
Under Dr. Cosand's picture, Change states: "Joseph
P. Cosand, a chemist by training, first became nationally
prominent as the head of the St. Louis Junior College
District, where he exerted vigorous and creative
leadership over a nine-year period. In 1972, Cosand
was appointed United States Deputy Commissioner for
Higher Education, and returned to his former post as
director of the University of Michigan's Center for the
Study of Higher Education in 1973. Cosand has served
on the Carnegie Commission, as chairman of the
American Council on Education, and on a host of other
research and policy bodies."
In 1971 the Whittier College Alumni Association
honored Dr. Cosand as recipient of their Alumni
Achievement Award.

The 1900's...
June (Aiken) Crumley '19 has two grandchildren who
will be graduating in June from Stanford and the
University of California at Santa Cruz. Her youngest
grandchild is eight years old...

The 20's...
Hester Tallman '23 has been retired from teaching for
several years and is now living in Long Beach. Many of
her friends are living in Costa Mesa and she enjoys
commuting to visit with them. She would love to hear
from some of her Whittier friends. Miss Tallman gave
the Whittier library a special gift of two books that had
been with her family for many years. The college is very
appreciative of her kindness.. Louise (McGlenn) Scott
'27 writes to say her son, Dr. J. D. Scott has opened an
office in Whittier for psychological counseling... Esther
(Milhous) Dodson '23 took the Inside Alaska Tour last
summer with Merritt and Nellie Burdg ...Leland '21 and
Alice (Barr '21) Hunnicutt are enjoying retirement.
Leland was with the same office as an Ear, Nose &
Throat doctor from September, 1928 to September,
1974. He has just celebrated his 75th birthday. He is still
associated with research and community affairs.. Stan
Rohrbough '26 and his wife, Elsie, stopped to see Tom
Denny of the class of 1926 in Grants Pass, Oregon; as
they were going to the World's Fair. Tom has retired
from his adult education work...

The 30's...
contributors of days gone by should be remembered for
all they have done. Much important work was done in
the early days of Southern California, and it was felt that
something should be done to preserve this heritage that
has so drastically altered our present way of life.
The Fergusons are a Whittier College family with
Lambert and his wife, Mary Louise (Follett) both
graduating in 1938; son, John, in 1969, and Ward's wife,
Susan recently receiving her masters degree.
Lambert's greatest reward has been the friendship
and cooperation he's received from other interested
parties. More people than he imagined have willingly
contributed helping hands in the museum work. Whittier
College alumni are prominent among the list of names:
Hubert Perry '35, Robert and Barbara Kenneday '37,
Wes and Georgia Walker '30 and '32, Bill and Phyllis
Draper '35, Dick Thomson '34, Helen Anderson Shirley

Eleanor (Brooks) Tucker '39 is reading coordinator for
Myrtle Point School District.. .Harry '35 and Mildred
(Hatch '35) Phillips are enjoying early retirement. They
bask in the desert for eight months and then go to Pine
Cove (near ldyllwild) in San Jacinto Mountains for four
months of each year.. Mabel Bumgardner '34 is retired
and having a ball! Isabelle (Hill)Tanner '35 has retired
from Union Oil after 30 years of service. Her husband
has retired from Union Oil after 43 years of service. They
are enjoying condominium living in Fullerton. Their
recreational activities include travel trailer trips, golf,
bowling and fishing. They visited Europe in 1970, New
England states in 1971 and Mexico in 1973 and 74...
Joseph Bosio '32,senior assistant city attorney, retired
January 1, 1975 after a 38-year career with the
Department of Water and Power.. Robert '39 and
Nellie (Bishop '35) Counts write to say Nellie retired
from teaching in June, 1974; however, she went on

early retirement and will work for Whittier City Schools
20 days for the next few years. Bob had open heart
surgery in August—but is doing great!...Phil '38 and
Doris (Mead '39) Ockerman write to say Doris retired in
1973 and is now busy substitute teaching and
instructing piano. Phil retires in April from Fremont City
Recreation Coordinator of Volunteers...Arline
(Rengler) Brown '33 is still corp. exec-small type and
celebrating her 21St year at being 19 years old. She has
five grandchildren including one grandson
specially
selected (of Negro parentage)
all others are
girls. Donald M. Nelson '32 retired early from
Fibreboard Corporation after 38 years ...Mary
(McGraw) Miller '33 has been married to Milton David
for 42 years and they have four grandchildren.. Charles
"Sam" Kendle '35 retired from Bellflower School
District as Assistant Supt. He plans to play more golf
and to give more time to the Whittier College "Social and
Uplift Club"...Reylas Jim Perry '35 has recently moved
to Corona del Mar. He retired from his position as
counseling psychologist of Veterans Adm.—but is
employed part time as consultant for Cal State
University, Los Angeles ...Catherine (Henry) Castle
'37 sailed for the Far East on State Lines "Wyoming" at
close of school,74. Visited Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Okinawa and returned to her old home in Japan. Took
personal guide to Hokkaido for 11 days in September.
Her son, Frank, and his wife traveled with her part of the
time.. Bill Moorhead '36 retired from the Anaheim
Union High District in 1964. Since then he has been a
fund-raising sales consultant for Helen Grace
Candies..,
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The 50's...
Don Jenkins '53 has been appointed to the position of
Vice President of Academic Affairs at Rio Hondo
College in Whittier. He has been the chairman of the
biology department since 1964 ...Jeanette (Muse)
Miller '59 represented the California State Division of
the American Association of University Women at a
United Nations seminar in New York City in October...
Jana (Mortrude) Hohe '59 and her husband are
teachers. She, for an army school and her husband,
Heinz, teaches in the German schools. They have one
son, 51/2 years of age ...Peggy(Pezoldt)Bowena'56j5
counseling at Arroyo High School and her husband,
Glen, received his architect's license last October. Their
son, David, isa sophomore at Arcadia High and is active
in scouting.. Joseph Steffen '50 has been transferred
from Kaiserslautern, Germany, and is presently
teaching and coaching at Incirlik Air Base which is about
ten miles from Adana, Turkey. Robert Hoffman '50 is
standing for reelection to FUHSD Board of
Trustees.. Hugh Pendleton '52 moved from Palos
Verdes to Stanford in August of 1974 to accept a
position as Director of Special Education for Kings
County Schools... Ted '54 and Marilyn (Griffin '55)
Rasmussen write to saythatTed was elected president
of Rasmussen Iron Works, Inc. and Marilyn is teaching
clothing at night at Cerritos College...Howard o.
Campbell '51 was elected president for two-year term,
1975-76 of Association of Professional Directors of
Pacific Central Region of YMCA.. Glen J. Law '50 is in
his 24th year of teaching in Montebello. He's working
with emotionally handicapped children. He received his
Pupil Personnel Credential. This is his daughter's first
year at Whittier Christian High ...Charles R.
Rothaermel '52 is still assistant principal of guidance at
California High School.. Charles Dickson '50 is
currently teaching psychology and will be involved in a
special one month workshop in transactional analysis in
August of 1975 at the Western Institute of Marriage and
Family Counseling in Watsonville ...Joanne (Sanguist)
McMahon '50 is studying for her master of arts degree
in nursery school education at San Francisco State
University...

William '40 and Frances (Merritt '40) Houghton write
to say Doug has retired from Los Angeles City
Schools.. Beth (Garfoot) Lumpkin '41 was elected to a
three-year term as president of Whitewater Valley
Presbyterian in April of 1974.. Donald '43 and Frances
(Dibelka '46) Eggen are the grandparents of two boys
and one girl. Donald is an Elected Fellow of American
Nuclear Society, teaching a new Energy Engineering
course and is also, doing research in gas cooled
reaction safety...Portia Perry '42, after many years as
Director of Christian Education in New Jersey and
Massachusetts, is now an elementary school
psychologist counseling with parents, teachers and
Elder D. Turner '69, a navy lieutenant, was named
children ... Marianne (Corbett) Bierwagen '44 still lives Student Pilot of the Month while serving with Training
outside Grass Valley on a fruit ranch, "Donner Trail
Squadron Nine at the Naval Air Station, Meridian,
Fruit", where she makes apple pies for her restaurant, Mississippi.. James '62 and Michael Ann '63 Mitchell
"The Happy Apple Kitchen".. Dorothy (Dill) Sundin
have three children. James has been appointed as vice
'4Ois happily married toa manager of Bank of America.
president-general counsel of Century 21 Real Estate
Son, Jack Shuler, practices dentistry in New
Corporation.. Susan Jean Rosowski '64 has been
Hampshire. Son, Richard, is director of sales at Airport
awarded a doctoral degree by the University of
Marina Hotel. Daughter, Susan, is married to a banker Arizona...Charles Sellers '64 is broker/owner of two
who is studying law. She enjoys her nine grandchildren
Century 21 Real Estate offices; President, Poway R. E.
and lots of golf... Margaret (Cleland) Payne '40 is
Association. He has justmoved into anew homeon 21/2
director of volunteer services at Pacific Hospital of Long
acres in Poway. Penelope Arnold '63 recently bought
Beach... Winifred (Chaffee) Brock '47 has been in the a home in Oakland, California. She has been promoted
High Desert since last July and really enjoys it. Both of
to tax manager with the CPA firm of Rooney, Ida, Nolt&
their children are graduates of the University of
Ahern in Oakland. She is completing the requirements
California, San Diego, and have left the nest.. Shirley
for her MBA in Taxation from Golden Gate University,
(Roberts) Firestone '45 is a pianoteacher and organist which she hopes to receive in 1975. She would like to
for St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Tustin ...Marjorie
hear from any former classmates living in the Bay
(Frank) Gallard '48 was selected to appear as a
area...Peggy (Sprout) Olivier '61 is continuing as
Reference Source in the LIBRARY OF HUMAN
regional supervisor in home economics education and
RESOURCES issued by the American Bicentennial
vocational education with the California State
Research Institute. The Institute, organized for the
Department of Education with a special assignment for
purpose of conducting research in the field of human
curriculum development. Peggy has been selected for
resources of the United States, serves as a reference
membership in Soroptimists and inclusion in the
source for those interested in the classification of
publication of Outstanding Young Women of America...
human resources of the country...Fred Dukes '47 is
Joan (Hochmuth) Rutz'61 has lived in Tehran with her
now in his l9th year asan elementary school principal in
husband, Bob, since 1959. They have four children,
Bakersfield City Schools...Elmo "Budd" Wagner '49 Joan is very active in church, school and community
retired last April and is enjoying every minute of it. He's
affairs... John A. Warner '62 is in the department of
back to his piano after all these years—seriously!..,
sociology at the University of Regina in Canada...
Howard Cogswell was re-elected for 1975-78 term as
Sandra (Steele) Butzel '62 is happily involved in the
director, East Bay Regional Park District, representing
League of Women Voters and taking classes at
southern and eastern Alameda County. He is currently
Northwestern University while husband, John, works for
in second year as president of EBRPD Board of
the American Hospital Association, specializing in
Directors. In December, his wife, brother-in-law and his national health insurance. They have two sons; David, 8
wife, flew in a four-seat airplane to San BIas and
and Steven, 6. Dan Norby '64 was promoted to salary
Guadalajara, Mexico, and went by rented car to
administrator for Farmers Insurance Group. Received
Patzcuaro—the only way to see a country side; lots of "Professional Designation in Personnel Management"
tropical birds...Dorothy Hollingsworth '40 teaches
from UCLA and is now engaged in masters program at
educationally handicapped primary children in Ocean
the University of Southern California... Richard'68and
View School District and is happyto see old friends who
Nina (Newsom '69) Gilchrist write to say Rich is a
visit coast area ... Mrs. Ruth Bolin '49 retired after 30
partner at the law firm of Flint& MacKay in Los Angeles
years teaching counselor and administration from Los
and Nina is on leave from teaching for a year.. Elsie
Angeles City School...Melna (Scott) Malan '47 went to Pauly '67 spent eight weeks at Chautauqua Institute
Newporton hervacation afterworking in adrapery shop
which celebrated 100th anniversary... Barbara (Ross)
for eight months. She had fun, fun, fun with an English Hughes '68 and her husband work for the Nanaimo
girl who was there.. Frances Warnock '48 is public
schools. They live by the ocean on Vancouver
health nurse at Torrance Health Center... Carol
Island ... John P. Moore II '62 has recently been
(Coiner) Saunders '45 is department chairman
appointed coordinator for staff development—Los
(Foreign Language) and teaching Spanish at Norwalk Angeles County Superintendent of Schools.. .Janet
High School—her 12th year!...
Swift '62 has been working as a corporation

The 60's...

..

bookkeeper for a corporation that has retail card
stores ...Russell W. Andre'64 is currently teaching first
and second grades at Mulberry School in East Whittier
and has published materials in reading and
mathematics ...Nick '65 and Linda (Hawley '68)
Halisky have been living and working in Apple Valley
since 1968. Linda is home with their two children; Cara
Lynn,41/2 and Nathan, 20 months after teaching first and
second grades for two years. Nick is currently director of
Victor Valley College programs at George Air Force
Base for Victor Valley College.. Debra Amidon '68 has
been recently named to be included in the ninth edition
of "Who's Who in American Women"...Norma J.
Beebower '60 and mother will be visiting former
Anneliese Schaefer '61 in Grossen Linden, Germany,
this summer... Tom and Pam (Bellis) Brown '69 have
three sons; Chad, Jason, and Matthew. Tom is
president of San Luis Obispo's downtown
association. Kenneth Briggs '65 has been employed
as an attorney with the Los Angeles County Counsel's
Office since March, 1974... Gayle (Roman) Robinson
'69 recently received her Certificate of Clinical
Competence from American Speech and Hearing
Association. She is a speech pathologist for St. Mary's
Hospital in San Francisco. She lives in Pacifica where
husband is a city planner ...Jack and Tracy (Pfeifer)
Robison '68 are living in Long Beach where Jack is a
tax manager in a national CPA firm and Tracy is a court
reporting student.. Jeffrey '70 and Durenda (Horton
'69) Staples write to say Jeff graduated from Loyola
University School of Denistry in Chicago last June. He is
presently attending U.S.C. as a graduate student in
Orthodontics. Durenda is presently teaching fifth grade
in South Pasadena...Craig W. Saari '68 joined the
Phoenix branch of the Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co. in December, 1974. His wife, Carol, is
teaching third grade at a private school. They moved to
Phoenix from Oceanside, California and they intend to
make their home there. Kay (Anderson) Kerby '68 is
teaching reading and English at Valencia High School in
Placentia. Her husband, Gregory, is assistant manager
at the Security Pacific Bank-La Puente branch ...Jane
(Shinoda) Raketich '67 and her husband, Mike, reside
in Whittier. Jane works in the Zenith audio department at
Sues, Young Brown.. Ellen (McFarland) Saige '65 is
a full-time homemaker-mother to her three children:
Scott, 5; MerriLee, 3; and Julie, 2. She is also a part-time
student. Her husband, Jerry, has been selected
distributor-dealer for Guardian Security Systems in
southern New Mexico... Mary Laura (Owens) White
'67 and husband, Tony, have a new home in Pomona.
They enjoyed a two-week Newport Beach vacation last
summer. Tony is Senior Patrolman with Southern
California Edison. Their children are Ingrid, 7; Warren,
5; and Frances, 3. They are planning a tour of the U.S.
by campervan next summer ...Ashok D. Ajgadnkar'68
will be completing his residency in family practice in
June, 1975. He will then enter private practice in
Charlottesville, Virginia...Cindy Cole '69 will be moving
to Australia in April. She will be living and teaching in
Queensland for a couple years and is really looking
forward to the experience... Michael Strawn '68
separated from USAF in June of 1974 and is working on
MBA ...Shyrl (Britton) O'Pray '68 and her husband,
John, acaptain intheAir Force, are living at Edwards Air
Force Base in California. She has been teaching a
primary class of educationally handicapped children for
the past two years ... Carol Lynn Guzman'69 is hospital
sales representative and has been promoted to District
Trainer, Pennwalt Prescription Products... Gary P.
Jones '68 is married with a daughter, Holly, 21/2. He is
the owner of Mushroom Construction Co., Inc. in
Torrance, California. He divides his time between his
family, business, collecting classic cars and going to
Santa Anita and Hollywood Park.. Hugh D. Loftus '67
has been promoted to branch manager of Security
Pacific Bank's 174th and Crenshaw branch ... Kenneth
J. Olson '69 had congestive heart failure on September
7, 1974 and has been recuperating since. Condition
static as of January, 1975... Laura Jane (Brown)
Burger '67 has received her Ph.D. in educational
research from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
She is currently at the University of MinnesotaMinneapolis, as research director for the articulation of
curriculum in vocational technical institutions
throughout the state., William and Beverly (Boyd)
Wardlaw '68 are living in South Pasadena. Bill, an
attorney with O'Melveny& Myers, was amember of the
California delegation to the Democratic mini-convention
in Kansas City. Bev is enjoying her fourth year of
teaching atFlintridge Preparatory School for
Boys ... Terry Hensley '68, his wife, Sharon, and their
two sons, Matthew, 4, and Christopher, 1 1/2 are happy
living in Vista, California. He is in Real Estate
Investments Mobile Park Development & Operation and
also spends extratime as acity planning commissioner.
He is also a member of the board of directors of Vista
Boys Club.

&

The 70's...
Elaine Howard '74 is having a great time teaching in
Oregon, however she has managed to come down and
visit all her friends in Whittier twice this year. Her
teaching is keeping her extremely active as she is
involved in a special program working with students with
dyslexsia ...Jeff Callender '72 has been working at
Devereux School in Santa Barbara for the retarded and
emotionally disturbed. He will be attending graduate
school at Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley next
September.. Rebecca Jo Cash '73 is on the road with a
show group called "Midnite Special" singing, dancing
and playing piano. They play rock, jazz and commercial
music in nightclubs across the U.S. She just completed
a show on the Queen Mary in Long Beach. It ran 1,004
performances. Itwas called Don't Rock the Boat". The
group was called "Command Performance"...Patrick
Turley'71, a UCLA dental school senior, will deliver the
results of a study on computer forecasting system; a
preventive measure which enables dentists to predict
the size and shape of a child's jaw at maturity, for
children who are destined to have wisdom teeth
complications later in life; at a meeting of the American
Association for Dental Research in New York in April...
Carole Bull '74 is taking yoga classes, considering
getting a masters degree in counseling at night and
thoroughly loves her job (the people are
terrific)! ...Susan Jane Mickiewicz '71 is a special
education teacher in Hanford, California...Laura
Stribley '72 is now finishing a MS at USC in higher
education. On June 21st she is marrying Chuck Reid.
She is presently teaching 7/8 grade science...Birdie
Burch '71 is a resource facilitator, finding homes for
adolescents not eligible for commitment to the State
School Reformitory.. Robert Win '73 is attending
school at the graduate faculty new School for Social
Research in anthropology...Joe G. Schneider, Jr. '70
has been appointed as special representative-Medical
Centers in Los Angeles, California...JoAnn Nakata '72
is teaching an educationally handicapped class at
Riverdale Elementary School in Riverdale (near
Fresno). Susan (Gardner) Huf man '71 was promoted
to student affairs staff in student involvement center at
University of Utah... Pam Potzler '70 in the summer of

'75 will be touring Central Europe and Mallorca.
Graduated" to teaching second grade, previously
kindergarten teacher, for Los Angeles City School.
Working toward masters degree-reading specialist Pepperdine University. James Marshall '71 has been
living in Anaheim and is employed with Paine Webber in
Fullerton as a stockbroker with an emphasis on
tax-sheltered investments...Marianne (Stratico)
Vigliotti '73 is teaching fifth grade at Rio Vista School in
the El Rancho Unified SchoolDistrict.. Jim Skinner'71
has been accepted into the masters program for speech
communication at the University of Nevada, Reno. He is
now in his fourth year as a juvenile probation officer for
Washoe County, Reno...Maryl (Ball) Sellman '70, a
pedagogue at Hook Junior High, teaching seventh
grade English (Victorville) ...Susan Whitaker'74 is now
participating in the graduate program (MA) in speech
pathology at San Diego State University...Edward
Goldman '71 is currently in his fourth year as medical
student at the University of New Mexico... Frank '74
and Kathryn (Tenopir '72) Remkiewicz are living in
Menlo Park. Frank is a tax auditor with the Internal
Revenue Service in San Jose and Kathryn is teaching
English part time at Mercy High School in
Burlingame. . Carol Tenopir Bales '74 has just finished
her first semester of graduate school in Library Science
at California State Fullerton University.

Births
'54 To Ted and Marilyn (Griffin '55) Rasmussen, a son
and third child, John Richard, born April 4, 1974.
'64 To Elaine (Bennett) and Eugene Hill, a daughter,
Lytah Edna, born January 18, 1975.
'65 To Brenda (Mosteller) and Darwin Marjaniemi, a
son, Curtis Lee, born October 18, 1974.
'65 To Elizabeth (Jackson) and Robert Wickham, a
daughter and first child, Victoria Irene, born February
22, 1975.
'67 To Mr. and Mrs. William Mensing, a son, Ryan
Edward, born on February 11, 1975.
'67 To Janna (Wilemon) and Robert '66 Curran, a
son, Jeremy Werner, born October 1, 1974.
'67 To Jane (Israel) and Stephen Honikman, a
daughter, Jeanette Ruth, born February 11, 1975.

'68 To Mr. and Mrs. Scott K. Schiechi, a son, James
August, born January 17, 1974.
68 To Richard and Nina (Newsom '69) Gilchrist, a
daughter and first child, Katherine Claire, born June 24,
1974.
'69 To Patricia (Bain) and Robert Machado, a son,
Michael Bryson, born September 15, 1974.
'69 To Tern (Van Epps) and Brett Dula, a daughter,
Jennings Maria, born November, 1974.
70 To Carol Ann (DiLelIa) and Ronald Burgess, a
daughter, Candace Ann, born December 8, 1973.
'71 To Mr. and Mrs. James Van de Wetering, a son,
Ryan James, born January 9, 1975.
'72 To Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Bonfantine, a daughter,
Krista Lynn, born February 1, 1975.
'71 To Jeni (Parker) and Joseph Booth, a daughter,
Janet Claire, born October 13, 1974.
'74 To Ten (Dale) and Paul Volpp, a son, Paul Brian,
born November 28, 1974.

Newlyweds...
'68 Kay E. Anderson to Gregory Kerby, August 31,
1974.
'70 John A. Albe to Deborah Sikes, May, 1974.
'70 Charles Austin Fern to Pamela K.L. Richard '72,
1975.
'71 Reynaldo Dominguez to Olivia J. Oropeza, October
6, 1974.
'74 Judy Wallace to John Kent, October 26, 1974.

In Memoriam...
'11 Francis Williams, 1973
'12 Frank Crites, 1975
'13 Judge Frank Swain, January 18, 1975
'15 Jessie Davis Crites, 1973
'17 Phebe McClure Nichols, September 28, 1974
'17 James E. Kimber, February 27, 1975
'29 Robert Tomlinson, January 19, 1975
'32 George E. Stafford, January 10, 1975
'34 Mary Eleanor Hollowell, 1975
'39 Lt. Col. Doris Williams, February 12, 1975
'48 Leon Harry Sharpless, December 6, 1974
'49 Vernon Jess Long, April 11, 1975

Mr. George Grasty
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Whittier, C. 90602
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